
Appendix 5-A

Example scenarios for the 
application of the Transport 
Standards

Temporary bus stops

Scenario 1: Temporary bus stops during major  
upgrading of permanent bus stop

Example: 

A permanent public bus stop is being demolished  
and rebuilt. 

A temporary bus stop in lieu of the permanent one  
is provided elsewhere for the duration of the 
construction works. 

Response: 

Given that the temporary bus stop will function as an 
ordinary, regular bus stop for the duration of its life, 
it would require full compliance with the Transport 
Standards. This includes a j-pole, level hardstand 
boarding point, tactile ground surface indicators etc. 
Publicly available, up-to-date information on the location 
of the bus stop would also be required. 

Scenario 2: Temporary bus stops at a large event 

Example: 

A temporary bus stop is provided to serve large volumes 
of buses for a large, one-off sporting event. The bus stop 
will be removed after the conclusion of the event. 

Response:

Particular attention needs to be given to providing an 
accessible boarding point, accessible waiting area and 
accessible paths of travel at such a bus stop. Given the 
high likelihood of long wait times, and possibly also 
long travelling distances between venues, it would be 
strongly recommended that the bus stop include seating 
and shelter for waiting passengers. This is the case even 
if removal of the bus stops is intended after the event in 
question. The service level identified for the event would 
influence these requirements. 

The provision of both ample travel information in 
accessible formats and suitably trained staff/volunteers 
on-site would typically be essential to manage the 
volume of users (i.e. estimated event demand), and 
achieve compliance with the Transport Standards.
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Scenario 3: Temporary bus stops during railway track-
work over weekend

Example: 

A railway line is shut down over the weekend for track 
work maintenance. The replacement buses only stop at 
the rail stations in lieu of regular rail services, and do not 
run along the regular bus routes. A temporary bus stop 
is provided at each rail station specifically for track-work 
service purposes only. 

Response: 

The Transport Standards apply, even though the track-
work bus stops will only exist for the duration of the 
weekend work. 

This particular scenario could potentially be quite 
disorienting or confusing for many users, particularly for 
a user with a vision-impairment. Such a user would need 
to, firstly, be cognisant that the trains are not operating 
and buses are being provided instead and, secondly, 
ascertain the location of the temporary bus stop that 
serves those buses. This could be made more difficult 
by the fact that, often, there will already be a permanent 
bus stop at the rail station that serves regular bus 
routes/services, but not the replacement buses.

In this scenario, particular attention would need to be 
given to providing:

• an accessible board point and accessible waiting 
area at each track-work bus stop

• seating and shelter for waiting

• suitably trained staff at the rail station and the 
temporary bus stop

• ample information in accessible formats.

Scenario 4: A permanent bus stop that is only  
used occasionally

Example: 

There is a permanent bus stop located at a local sports 
stadium. The bus stop is within the grounds that 
surround the stadium, and is set back from the main 
road. The buses travelling to and from the stadium 
will stop at the bus stop when an event is held at the 
stadium. However, the stadium typically only hosts one 
public event a week. At all other times, the bus stop is 
not used by any regular public bus services. 

Response: 

The Transport Standards s1.23 captures this scenario. 
The fact that the bus stop is used only on an irregular 
basis does not exempt it from the application of the 
Transport Standards. 

However, a key factor in this particular scenario is that 
the bus stop is not located on a public footpath but, 
rather, is within the grounds of the local sports stadium. 
This means that people (that is, potential customers) are 
unlikely to simply approach the bus stop and expect a 
bus to arrive. 

Compliance via ‘Equivalent Access’ may require co-
operation between the bus service provider and the 
operators of the stadium during the times when an event 
is held at the stadium. Otherwise, the specified design 
requirements of the Transport Standards will remain 
applicable at this bus stop. 
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Scenario 5: Shuttle service for a retirement village

Example: 

A private mini-bus serves residents in a retirement 
village, taking them to and from local facilities (for 
example, shops and clubs). This bus service operates 
regularly. The mini-bus has the capability of stopping 
directly outside a particular village resident’s house  
if necessary. 

The retirement village operators own the shuttle  
bus vehicle.

Response: 

If this shuttle service is solely for the use of retirement 
village residents, and a member of the public is not 
permitted to use the shuttle, the Transport Standards 
would not be applicable. 

School bus stops

Scenario 6: School bus stops adjacent to school grounds

Example: 

There is a bus stop on the footpath adjacent to  
a secondary school that only serves school students.  
The stopping pattern is such that buses set-down only  
in the morning and pick-up only in the afternoon.  
There is a written sign at the bus stop stating that  
it is for school use.

There are no other facilities at this bus stop. 

Response: 

A bus stop that is solely for the use of school students 
queries whether this is a public bus stop for the 
purposes of the Transport Standards s1.23. 

The Transport Standards specifically exempts dedicated 
school buses from the provision of wheelchair access. It 
would seem to follow from this that a bus stop that solely 
serves a dedicated school bus service would also be 
exempt from wheelchair access compliance. 

Full design compliance with the Transport Standards at a 
bus stop that solely serves school buses could possibly 
be misleading for a non-student user, particularly 
someone with a vision impairment. Full design 
compliance would typically entail provision of TGSIs on 
the footpath. A non-student user, that relies on TGSIs, 
would assume that the TGSIs lead to a bus stop that has 
regular services, yet no regular services would stop at 
this stop. 

Please note however previous comments with regards 
to facilitating an accessible bus stop facility to address 
individual school needs. 
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Scenario 7: School bus run picking up/setting down 
school students near their homes

Example: 

A bus picks up school students at specific locations near 
their individual homes. The pickup point is not signed. 
Locations may vary from year to year depending on the 
particular school catchment, enrolments and operator.

Response: 

This scenario has similar issues as bus stops outside 
schools serving only school students. Query once again 
whether this is a public service, or whether it is more 
akin to a shuttle bus service. 
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